Paragraph
Read the paragraph and fill in the missing words from the word list.
Word list: upset, sparrow, mighty, frequent, public, plow, century, remove,
language, crown
We were on a tour of a castle that had been abandoned long ago. On
the tour, they told us some fun facts. A funny story was a little princess
who was getting ready to take a bath after a formal event. The princess
was __________ because she had to __________ her __________
before she got in the water! The royal family was required to learn more
than one __________. Outside, we could see a little __________ flying
after a big dog. The __________ would laugh when they came by on
tours, but it was a __________ vision at the castle. The dog always
played with the little bird. There was a portrait of a __________ general
hanging in one hallway that had been painted over a __________ ago.
There was even a __________ on display that had been used on the
fields behind the castle! It was very interesting to learn about the castle
and the people who lived there.
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Paragraph
Read the paragraph and fill in the missing words from the word list.
Word list: upset, sparrow, mighty, frequent, public, plow, century, remove,
language, crown
We were on a tour of a castle that had been abandoned long ago. On
the tour, they told us some fun facts. A funny story was a little princess
who was getting ready to take a bath after a formal event. The princess
was upset because she had to remove her crown before she got in the
water! The royal family was required to learn more than one language.
Outside, we could see a little sparrow flying after a big dog. The public
would laugh when they came by on tours, but it was a frequent vision at
the castle. The dog always played with the little bird. There was a
portrait of a mighty general hanging in one hallway that had been
painted over a century ago. There was even a plow on display that had
been used on the fields behind the castle! It was very interesting to
learn about the castle and the people who lived there.
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